Welcome
WE ’RE LO O KIN G FO RWARD TO
WO RKIN G WITH YOU.

A Luxury Blend
Selecting, roasting and brewing coffee beans is an art.
A tradition we borrow from when we work to define,
articulate and craft the perfect brand.
We spend our days tweaking, blending, creating and testing
until a brand comes to life to tell a story … perfectly.
Often the adventure starts with a conversation and a great
cup of coffee.
So take a moment, brew a cup of your favourite blend. And
then fueled by the power of caffeine and a desire to build a
better business, let’s get down to work.
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Hello. I’m so glad
we’ll be working together!
I’m Shannon Larkins, chief brand barista and business strategist here at Blackcoffee. My
passion is helping entrepreneurs and business people like you build a business that
people fall in love with - and stay madly in love with - year after year.
To support our working relationship over the coming months, we’ve assembled this
handy guide. As you know at Blackcoffee, we carefully choreograph each step from
strategy through creative execution ensuring the magic happens. From there, we use
the foundation of brand to build and protect your reputation, telling your story with
words, images and campaigns that get you noticed.
As we work together, I want to be sure that each step of your journey with us is
enjoyable and all your questions are answered to your satisfaction. In the following
pages, you’ll find pertinent information such our office hours and holiday schedule,
how to reach out after hours, billing and payment details, and some of our Blackcoffee
brand tools.
I’ve also included an article I love on brand development and coffee ... two of my
favourite things!
Thank you in advance for taking the time to read through these pages. I will be back in
touch with you to confirm your best points of contact, communication preferences
and how you like your coffee!

Shannon Larkins
Founder & CEO Blackcoffee

IF YOU'VE GOT THE GUTS,
WE'LL GET YOU THE GLORY.
S H A N N O N LA RK IN S
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Holiday Ofﬁce Closures
Blackcoffee will be closed for all statutory holidays and over the winter holiday break.
A reminder notice of the holiday closure and any other office closures not listed below will be
shared via email with plenty of notice.

2019 Holidays Observed
New Year’s Day

January 1st

Good Friday

The Friday Before Easter

Easter Monday

The Monday After Easter

Victoria Day

3rd Monday in May

Canada Day

1st Monday in July

Civic Holiday

1st Monday in August

Labour Day

1st Monday in September

Thanksgiving Day

1st Monday in October

Remembrance Day

2nd Monday in November

Christmas Day

December 25th

Boxing Day

December 26th

Christmas 2019 Office Closure – We will begin our festive celebrations Friday, December 20th at
noon and reopen on Thursday, January 2nd
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Blackcoffee Basics
Where to Find Us

Meetings

Email
Hello@BlackcoffeeStudio.com

We will meet with you several times
throughout our engagement. We can
accommodate calls, Skype meetings, and in
person meetings depending on your location and
what works best for you.

Phone
403.457.0590
Mailing Address
35 Kentish Drive SW,
Calgary AB, T2V 2L4

Key Contact

Early in the process, we will discuss your
preferred meeting style. If at any time you’d like
to set up a meeting, please email
Shannon@BlackcoffeeStudio.com and we’ll set
up a time right away.

Shannon Larkins, CEO
Shannon@BlackcoffeeStudio.com

Ofﬁce Hours
Regular operating hours
Monday – Friday
9 am to 6 pm MT
The Blackcoffee team will respond to email
requests and calls within one business day.
However, if you have an urgent request
requiring an immediate response, please
phone 403.457.0590.
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Invoicing
The details of your invoice schedule are in the
contract included in this packet. For ongoing
projects, Blackcoffee issues invoices on the
30th of the month.
Blackcoffee can accept credit card payments,
e-transfer (within Canada), through PayPal or
by cheque.
Cheques must be made out to Black Coffee
Communications and can be mailed to 35
Kentish Drive SW, Calgary AB, T2V2L4.
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Brand + Coffee
Two of my favourite things
When I first read this article in the magazine Fast Company, it spoke to me in a way
that no other article on brand had. Essentially a Q&A between the writer Debbie
Millman and one of the greatest brand strategists of our time Stanley Hainsworth,
this piece digs into the essence of brand. As readers we see and feel young Stanley
pull on his first pair of running shoes and we are transported to the cafés of Italy and
inhale the gorgeous aromas of freshly brewed coffee.
In talking about BRAND Stanley says …

“What I observed working in both companies (Nike and Starbucks) is the rigor and
unfailing attention to the product, and the unbelievable energy spent on creating the
brand experience.”
And that’s where we want to take your brand. It’s time to create an unbelievable
experience that will keep your customers beyond happy and wanting more.
Read on for more delicious details from Stanley. I’m looking forward to hearing your
thoughts.
S.
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Fast Company / Leadership

How Starbucks transformed
coffee from a commodity
to a $4 splurge
BY DEBBIE MILLMAN

Stanley Hainsworth has been a catalyst for the

With such an extraordinary range of

great brands of modern times. He was creative

experience, Stanley has become ever more

director at Nike and then Lego. He was vice

articulate about how brands work, and he has

president global creative at Starbucks in an era

now devoted himself at Tether to invigorating

when the coffee purveyor was experiencing

existing brands and crafting new ones. Having

phenomenal growth. Starbucks has been

guided brands at companies that have gone

hailed, acknowledged, and praised again and

through dramatic growth spurts—or needed to

again for its excellence in branding and

move on to a new phase—he has compelling

marketing, in creating a branded experience

thoughts about how brands stay relevant and

that can satisfy the connoisseur, bring in new

authentic as they get older and grow. Many

converts, be accessible to all, and irresistible in

brands have lost their way in the process of

its appeal. Stanley defined the very feel of

evolving from a small company to a much

Starbucks in an era when the brand was

bigger corporation. Finding themselves

becoming a cultural icon.

disoriented, they must reassess. "In order for
brands to recapture their spirit, they almost

Stanley has a reputation for being extremely

always go back to their core," he says.

rigorous in his work, comprehensively

Authenticity in branding requires a step by step,

rethinking brands when necessary, and helping

measured methodology that doesn't veer from

them to expand into new areas of endeavor

a brand's key identity. Certain brands have not

while remaining true to their original identity.

been able to articulate that, and Stanley's

As he had done at Nike, he helped Lego expand

comment about Microsoft never having told its

into entertainment properties that allowed the

story was wonderfully sharp.

company to gracefully enter the brand
multiverse. At Starbucks, he created an

In this interview, Stanley reveals his secrets

innovative criteria of five filters—handcrafted,

about the magic that helped to create a brand

artistic, sophisticated, human, and

that conquered the world. The sensation that is

enduring—that defined the work for the

Starbucks required elements of wisdom, integri-

company. Stanley's extraordinarily thorough

ty, showmanship, and intelligence. I got the

approach to design and branding is

sense talking with Stanley that each of the

complemented by an equally good nature; he

points he made—about Starbucks and other

has been a revered colleague and mentor at the

topics—could be explained in even greater detail.

companies where he worked.

Each could have its own commentary in which
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you think people are conscious of the processes
they use?
I think the best brands are those that create
something for consumers that they don't even
know they need yet. A coffee brand like
Starbucks created something people didn't
know they needed. Same with Nike. Who knew
we needed a high-end performance running
shoe? I think when people are surprised or
Stanley unfolds, like an accordion, the full

delighted by how a brand can change their lives

three- dimensionality of his experience and

by just making it a little bit better—or a little bit

insight.

more fun or a little more performanceoriented—that's when they start creating a

Stanley speaks here about the importance of

connection with that brand.

vision. It is a theme that can't be emphasized
enough. Nike had vision. Starbucks had vision.

The concept of a person not knowing that they

Stanley shares an insider's view of

need something is a fascinating one. Clearly,

Starbuck's history, and it's interesting to learn

there were millions of coffee shops all over the

that even Starbucks CEO Howard Scultz didn't

world before Starbucks launched its particular

fully realize his company's potential for

brand of coffee shop. How do marketers create

growth. But he had a vision, and he, like the

desire for something that consumers don't

leaders of Nike, were relentless in bringing this

know they need?

to fruition and using it to craft the brand
experience. Rigor in matching the vision to the

I think great brands create the "end state" first.

brand experience is essential, and that must

When launching a new product, marketers are

define every brand touchpoint. As Stanley says,

not very specific about how a product actually

"No one is going to pick up your product and try

works. They express more about the result.

it if they don't want to buy into the

They talk about what you will feel or what you

experience." The man has vision.

will be like if you choose to engage with that
brand or that product. The Apple commercial in

Stanley, how would you define "brand"?

1984 was a great example of this. There was
very little about the product in the spot. It was

A brand is an entity that engenders an

all about the aftereffect of the product.

emotional connection with a consumer.
During your tenure at Starbucks, how
What do you mean by an "emotional

deliberate were the choices that the Starbucks

connection"?

marketing team was making? Were they very
intentionally creating a scenario and an

Consumers emotionally connect with brands

environment that people would want to

when the brands repeatedly provide something

experience?

that the consumer wants, desires, or needs.
I think it was very deliberate from the
Let's return to the moment a person first

beginning. When Howard Schultz first came to

realizes they have to make a choice between

Starbucks, he wasn't the owner of the

coffee brands or soda brands or shampoo

company. He joined a couple guys that had

brands. How do people really make choices? Do

started the company. He went over to Milan
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and saw the coffee culture and espresso bars

into desirable, sexy, coveted products that

where people met in the morning. He saw how

incite enormous loyalty and an almost zealot-

people caught up on the news while they sat or

like behavior. Do you see a common denomina-

stood and drank their little cups of espresso.

tor in the way these products are marketed?

That inspired the vision he crafted from the

Would you say that there's something that

beginning—to design a social environment

these companies have in common that has

where people not only came for great coffee,

generated this fervor?

but also to connect to a certain culture.
What I observed working in both companies is
Howard was very wise in knowing that

the rigor and unfailing attention to the product,

Starbucks was not the only company in the

and the unbelievable energy spent on creating

world to make great coffee. On the contrary,

the brand experience. I describe it as experience

there are hundreds of other companies that

first and product second, because no one is

can make great coffee. So what's the great

going to pick up your product and try it if they

differentiator? The answer is the distinction

don't want to buy into the experience. This

that most great brands create. There are other

experience comes through the advertising, the

companies that make great running shoes or

retail environment, and the online experi-

great toys or great detergent or soap, but what

ence—every single brand touchpoint. There is a

is the real differentiator that people keep

very intentional effort to inspire people to get

coming back for? For Starbucks, it was creating

caught up in that experience and say, "I want to

a community, a "third place." It was a very

try that"— whatever that thing happens to be.

conscious attribute of the brand all along and
impacted every decision about the experience:

What is the most important aspect to consider

who the furniture was chosen for, what

when creating a brand?

artwork would be on the walls, what music was
going to be played, and how it would be played.

For me, it's all about having a story to tell. This
is what will enable you to create an experience

Did Howard anticipate that Starbucks would

around the brand.

grow as quickly as it did and become as pervasive? Was his goal to create a global brand?
I think the vision was always for Starbucks to
become a global brand. There were big
ambitions from the beginning. I once asked
Howard how it felt to have thousands of
people here in our offices, and thousands of
people in thousands of stores all over the world
working for the brand. He just looked at me and
shook his head and said, "I had no idea that it
could become this."
Over the course of your career, you've worked
in three different companies that have an
iconic role in our culture. With two of them,
Starbucks and Nike, the products are sold at a
very high premium. Both organizations have
taken commodity products and turned them
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“What I observed working in both
companies (Nike and Starbucks) is
the rigor and unfailing attention to
the product, and the unbelievable
energy spent on creating the brand
experience.”
- Stanley Hainsworth
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What do you mean by "a story"?

talking to? How are you going to talk to them?
How are you going to tell your story to them?

Every brand has a story, whether it's the

What are your opportunities or your channels

founder's story or the brand's reason for being.

through which you can tell that story? Do we

Some brands have never told their story well,

need to design some new products, or do we

or have lost their story. Microsoft is a good

need to redesign our existing products because

example of a brand that's never told its story

they aren't true to our story? Or maybe you

well. It's a huge consumer product software

determine that your products are fine, but you

platform, a mega conglomerate, and there's no

haven't been talking to your consumers in the

love there. There's no emotional story to rally

right way, so it's a communication issue.

around. The Bill Gates story is such an

Examine every touchpoint and look at how you

incredible story, but it's never really been

can tell one clear, consistent story.

expressed by the brand.

People who aren't very experienced with

It's really interesting to watch brands get older,

branding, or are new at it, sometimes feel that

and gain more competitors in the marketplace,

they can get away with something being

and struggle to stay relevant. Look at Levi's or

off-brand. But I think that genuinely good

Gap or any of the great American brands that

branding involves an examination of every

have gone through these struggles. Look at

single way the brand, the product, and the

Starbucks! In order for brands to recapture

experience is viewed. Everything that you do,

their spirit, they almost always go back to their

everything you release, everything you say —

core. They seem to forget for a while, then

everything is the cumulative expression of your

remember, "Oh yeah, we're a coffee company!"

brand.

Then they get rid of the movies and the
spinning racks filled with CDs and start

What made you decide to work with brands in

focusing on coffee again.

the first place?

What if the brand manager of Kraft American

As an American, my earliest days were

cheese asked you to develop its story? How do

immersed in brands. Brands became my

you create a story if something is essentially

acquaintances and friends as I grew up. When I

manufactured?

got old enough to understand what was going
on, I couldn't help but wonder about all that

You go back to the essence of the brand. Why

power.

was it made? What need did it fill? Go back to
the origins of a brand and identify how it

What brands did you have emotional

connected to consumers and how it became a

connections to when you were younger?

relevant, "loved by families" product. What
were the origins of this story? Whether we're

I think boys always remember their first really

talking about Tropicana orange juice or Kraft

nice pair of running shoes. Mine were Adidas. I

American cheese — these products were all

remember them exactly—I remember what

created to fill a niche. Why? That's where you'll

they smelled like, what they looked like. I

find your story.

remember every single detail about them.
What made you want those shoes?

What would likely be the next step after

I loved the look of them. I even remember

defining or developing a story?

going to buy them. I had earned money mowing
lawns. I went to the sporting goods store in

You develop a story, and then you start toiden-

Benton, Kentucky, the nearest town that had a

tify who the consumers are. Who are you

sporting goods store—the little town where I
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nature to want to be accepted. Yet, at the same
time, we have this desire to feel like we're
different from everyone else — which is the
complete opposite of that yearning for
acceptance but is nonetheless relevant. I found
that strategy particularly intriguing — when
brands create things that make you feel like
you're different from everyone else.
I remember being in London in the 1970s and
first seeing punks in Trafalgar Square. They had
their hair "Mohawked" up, and they wore jackets
covered in safety pins. I couldn't help but
grew up didn't have one. I looked at the shelf,

imagine them at home, preparing

and those were the shoes that called out to me.

themselves to go out, in order to look very

Even now, when I go into sporting goods stores

different from anyone in their household or in

or shoe stores now and see the huge wall of

their neighborhood. But once they were out,

shoes, I see that one style of shoe — Adidas still

they looked exactly like everyone else in

makes them — and I have a deep connection to

Trafalgar Square.

them.
No matter how hard we try to look different, we
How did you feel when you first put on that

almost always still look like someone. Once a lot

first pair of shoes?

of people get access into an exclusive club, the
original members get turned off and leave to

I felt like I had joined another world. I didn't know

find another smaller, more exclusive club to join.

it at the time, but I had joined the world of

I have often wondered if I should feel guilty

consumers. Suddenly, I liked the feeling of

because of my role in this. On the one hand, it is

earning money, of buying something, and then

disturbing, but on the other hand, I admire it.

enjoying it. That started my dangerous journey

But as much as I believe in this, I also realize that

of buying footwear and apparel over the years.

no one has to have those products. You can live
without them — they're not essential to life. I've

Did that experience of wearing the shoes —

probed deep in my soul to see if I felt bad doing

which you had wanted so badly — make you

this work, but I never have. I have never felt

feel better about yourself?

guilty.

Yes. Yes. Yes.

Are you somehow disappointed that you don't
feel guilty?

Why or how do you think that happens?
If the brand has been advertised widely, then

No. I've come to the conclusion that it's like

you've just bought your way into a world that

entertainment. If I write a book or make a movie,

you've only seen from the outside. The

I'm going to promote the hell out of it. It's the

experience is like when there's a club that you

same thing in any arena. I make a shoe, and I'm

keep walking by, and you finally enter that club,

going to promote it and try to get people to buy

and now you're a part of it.

it. It's all part of making a living. Some people sell
coffee, some people sell bread, some people sell

Do you think that there's any danger in that?

shoes, some people sell toys. I remember
leaving work several years ago, when I was still

That's what brands play on. It's part of our
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working with everyone and critiquing

Did you do a lot of market research in the

everything. At the end of the day I suddenly

process of working on this project?

realized, "Wow, I am really good at this." I knew I
could make emotional connections between

Yes, we did a lot of market research. It was

consumers and products and brands and things.

interesting coming to this considering my

I've achieved a level of expertise in the same way

background at Nike, where ideas were validated

that a doctor or an accountant who practices

by gut instinct, not the consumer.

for many years gets really good at what he does.
We practice for years and years and years, and

Wow, that's amazing.

we learn all of the techniques. And then we
make up new techniques and new ways to do

Starbucks was pretty much the same way. As

things. And we get really, really good.

Howard Schultz used to say, "If I went to a group
of consumers and asked them if I should sell a $4

Precisely for that reason, you were brought in

cup of coffee, what would they have told me?"

by Pepsi to resuscitate Gatorade after a failed

Both Starbucks and Nike have modified their

brand reinvention. What did you do to

position on market research now, and do more

resuscitate it?

of it, but they aren't like a P&G- type
organization where they do heavy-duty qualita-

I borrowed a lot of what I learned from my years

tive and quantitative market research. When I

at Nike. Gatorade needed a culture of

left Nike, that type of validation was foreign

innovation. For the last few years, their only

territory for me. I had to learn it all afterwards.

innovation was related to introducing new
flavors. That's not innovation. They needed to

What do you think of the state of branding

start creating products again that showed that

right now?

they were the leader in both hydration and in
sports drinks. I came in and developed a

I think branding has become a consumer-

strategy to help them do that. I worked directly

friendly word. It's being used in political cam-

with the CEO to design a new identity for the

paigns, and it's being used in the boardroom.

brand, as well as for the products. Then I created

Schools have even started to talk about brand-

the overall brand guidelines. It was a great

ing. On the one hand, there's a danger the word

experience.

will become watered down and less meaningful
than it has been in the past. On the other hand, it

What's it like to start working with a brand

will be fascinating to see how communicators

when it's in the middle of a disaster?

use this opportunity. We have the ability to lead
this cultural shift, and I hope we can do it before

You only have one place to go, and that's up. Are

the term "branding" becomes just another

they bringing back the Gatorade name? The G

generic, overused, and misunderstood word.

logo is being used in the same way as Nike uses
its swoosh. Gatorade is the name of the brand
and the company, and the G is the equivalent of
the swoosh. The company had gone a bit
overboard when it got rid of the Gatorade
moniker, and now it's coming back to help
reidentify the brand.
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We articulate your
clear competitive
stance and your
brand promise.

Brand
Strategy

We tell your brand
story through words
and visuals with a
commitment to premium
aesthetics that connect
emotionally to your most
profitable customers.

Brand
Creative

The Business
of Brand

We ensure each point of your
business is operating at the
optimum level of quality and
make recommendations where
it could be improved.

Brand
Development

We audit your business
processes and client
interactions to gain a
deep understanding of
your brand.

Brand Audit

AUDI T

It's time to roll out the red
carpet for your premium clients.
They'll intuitively understand
that the brand experience you
are offering is worth more than
a mere business transaction.

Bring your
Brand to life

TAGLINE

your logo

Look for new and
innovative ways to
tell your story, but
remember - always
remain true to your
brand.

Be Consistent

Brand Strategy Process
Informed approach
Res earc h · inter views · wor k shop

Brand pillar 1
Esteem: how are you
regarded by others?

Brand pillar 2

Brand pillar 3

Differentiator: what

Relevance: how do

makes you stand out

you meet your

from the crowd?

clients needs?

Brand promise
An art ic u lat ion of what your customer s
can exp ec t f rom your orga nization

Creative platform
Th em e · tone · visua l s · l a ngua ge

Execution
Web s ite · d ig it al · pr int · a dver tising · ex per ience
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Thank you!
On behalf of the Blackcoffee team, I hope you have found
the information in our welcome bundle helpful. Please
know that we are here to serve you, so reach out at
anytime and let me know how we can better
accommodate your needs.
I’m looking forward to our journey together.
.

